Progress Report for the Progress Committee of the Graduate School (QE request)

DATA:
- Name
- Advisor
- Closest collaborators
- Month of entry into PhD Program
- Thesis topic
- Estimated date of PhD completion

ACTIVITIES: (since your admission to the Graduate School)
- If you took courses or participated in reading/discussion groups: which ones, how did you do, any comments on them?
- For students coming out of the prep phase program: overview of overall course achievements and plans for completion of any remaining requirements, as applicable
- Research (for your thesis): problem areas, who did you work with, successes/failures
- Other activities (e.g. tutoring, organizing of events, student supervision, etc.)

ACHIEVEMENTS: (since you started)
- Papers that you published or submitted
- Awards that you won
- other

OUTLOOK:
What are your rough plans for the next 6 months and possibly beyond?

PROBLEMS:
Anything that you feel that prevents you from progressing the way you would like

N.B.:
Your whole report need not be much longer than 2 pages. It is not a research report per se but rather an activity report. You do not need to expand on the details of your research projects.